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An Open Letter To Norman Geisler
And Frank Turek, Authors Of
Legislating Morality: Is It Wise ?
Is It Legal? Is It Possible?

By Carl Watner
[Editor's Note: I first read about LEGISLATING

MORALITY in an offering of the Conservative Book
Club. After looking at the book I was intrigued by
the authors' defense of their thesis, which they sum-
marized as: "(1) Legislating morality is literally un-
avoidable (morality is always legislated), and (2)
Americans should legislate the morality common to
us all—the one expressed in our Declaration of In-
dependence, the Constitution, and until recently, the
laws of our land and decisions of the Supreme Court."
(p. 8) Read on to find out why I believe "legislating
morality" is neither wise, legal, or possible. For those
interested in ordering a copy of LEGISLATING
MORALITY contact Bethany House Publishers,
11400 Hampshire Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN
55438 (Tel. 1-800-328-6109) or www.bethanyhouse.com.]

May 29, 2001
Dear Dr. Geisler and Mr. Turek:

I have read and re-read your book LEGISLAT-
ING MORALITY (1998). In your "Conclusion" you
ask readers to offer a well-reasoned rebuttal if they
disagree with you. I believe that "legislating moral-
ity" is neither wise, legal, nor possible. The standard
by which I answer these questions is that of the natu-
ral law, which embraces the Commandments against
murder and theft, and, more generally, prohibits all
forms of fraud and violence. In short, the natural law
standard demands that we leave others in peace
unless they first trespass against us. Voluntaryists
advocate coercive government be abandoned since it
is at odds with this standard because it imprisons
peaceful people for violating its political laws and
for not paying the taxes it levies. Voluntaryists also
believe that all of the positive things that govern-
ment does can be provided in a voluntary manner on
the free market. So in criticizing your arguments,
keep in mind that I am not just critical of your advo-
cacy of "legislating morality," but also questioning
your implicit acceptance of the institution of coer-
cive government.

In order to keep this "Open Letter" reasonably
short, and in order to keep from duplicating what I
have already published on this topic, I ask that you
at least read over the highlighted sections of the ar-

ticles in two issues of THE VOLUNTARYIST (a
newletter I have published for the last 19 years),
which I am enclosing. The articles are: "Vices Are
Not Crimes" and "Libertarianism and Libertinism"
(from Whole No. 77) and "Myths and Truths About
Libertarianism" (from Whole No. 95).

T would like to make four main points in this
"Open Letter." The first is that virtue cannot exist at
the point of a gun. The second concerns the question
of when individuals are justified in using physical
violence in their social relations with others. The
third point is: what happens to our society when our
government is taken over by a crowd of power-seek-
ing, corrupt libertines? Finally, the fourth point re-
lates to what Lysander Spooner called the absurdity
and criminality of lawmaking.

I. Can an action be moral if the actor is
threatened with violence or coerced to act in

a certain manner?
This argument should not be hard to follow. If I

an compelled under the threat of being jailed not to
take drugs, how can my actions be called virtuous?
Virtuous behavior to be virtuous must be free of the
taint of being caused by coercion or coercive threats.
Virtuous behavior must be freely willed by the indi-
vidual in question. Please read the last half of Myth
3 in "Myths and Truths About Libertarianism," which
explains that "compelling moral actions or outlaw-
ing immoral actions" cannot foster the spread of vir-
tue. Therefore, legislating morality "robs us of the
very opportunity to be moral." True virtue consists
in not doing right, but in freely choosing to do right.

II. What is the proper role of violence in
society?

In the first section of "Libertarianism and
Libertinism," Walter Block explains that "only rights
violations should be illegal." In other words, individu-
als may only rightfully defend themselves and use
or threaten violence against others when the bound-
aries of their person or property have been violated.
There are many situations where we may consider
ourselves harmed (eg., witnessing a pervert or pros-
titute in the act of soliciting), but unless our rights
of person or property have been violated, we are not
justified in resorting to violence (e.g., to prevent her
from seeking customers). Even then, as Block says,
violence is justified—not because of the depravity of
a pervert's behavior, but rather—because the pervert
has initiated violence. Thus when a person who has
drunk too much whiskey begins to threaten or vio-
late your person or property, you are justified in us-
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History Assumed!
By Carl Watner

Here is a history test. Can you find any error(s)
of historical fact in the following paragraph taken
from Chapter 17 of Thomas Sowell's BASIC ECO-
NOMICS (New York: Basic Books, 2000)?

For centuries governments have set standards
of measurement or prescribed certain mea-
surements, such as the width of rails on rail-
roads. The inch, the yard, and the mile are all
government-prescribed units of measure-
ment, as are pints, quarts, and gallons. If in-
dividuals had each set up their own units of
measurement, transactions and contracts
would be a nightmare of complications, as
would the enforcement process. When rail-
roads first began, each company was free to
decide for itself how wide apart its rails would
be set. The net result was that rail widths
differed from one railroad to another, which
meant that space between train wheels also
differed, so that trains from one rail line could
not run on another. To tie a country together
with railroads would be vastly more costly if
a train from San Francisco could reach Chi-
cago only if there happened to be rails of the
same width covering the entire distance. To
do this when rails were of different widths
would have required far more railroads to be
built, with many tracks running parallel to
tracks of different widths, to reach the same
places. Governmentally-imposed standards
for the distance between rails eliminated this
vastly expensive problem, [pp. 253-254]
The errors are: 1) The inch, the yard, the mile,

the pint, the quart, and the gallon are now govern-
mentally-prescribed units of measurement, but they
were not—as Sowell implies—originally created by
government. These units of measurement pre-dated
all modern governments, and are now referred to as
"customary" units of measurement, rather than ones
originated by government. 2) At least in the United
States, "governmentally-imposed standards for dis-
tance between rails" were not responsible for achiev-
ing track width standardization.

Now here is another sentence from Thomas Sowell's

book: "Even the strongest defenders of the free market
do not suggest that each individual should buy mili-
tary defense in the marketplace." [p. 253] How many
readers of THE VOLUNTARYIST can identify what is
wrong with that sentence? It should be rather obvious.
In the last 150 years there have been, and are, indi-
viduals who advocate "that each individual should buy
military defense in the marketplace." The first person
that comes into my mind who disproves Sowell's sen-
tence is Murray Rothbard. In fact, while writing this
article I looked at FOR A NEW LIBERTY (New York:
Collier Books, 1978, Revised Edition) and found a dis-
cussion of both private military protection and free
enterprise standardization.

In the context of this article, neither issue merits
great elaboration. Suffice it to say, Rothbard [p. 219]
points out that "Gustave de Molinari, the nineteenth-
century French free-market economist, was the first
person in history to contemplate and advocate a free
market for police protection." Rothbard refers to
Molinari's article, "The Production of Security" writ-
ten in 1849, which appeared in JOURNAL DES
ECONOMISTES. (See Whole Number 35 of THE VOL-
UNTARYIST for excerpts from Molinari's article.)
Rothbard, himself, distinctly advocates free market
defense agencies for national defense in FOR A NEW
LIBERTY. See the section captioned National De-
fense," which is the conclusion to Chapter 12, 'The
Public Sector III: Police, Law, and the Courts." Inter-
estingly enough, Rothbard also raises the issue of rail
standardization in the section captioned "Street Rules,"
in Chapter 11 of FOR A NEW LIBERTY. He states
that American railroads of the 19th century achieved
voluntary standardization of their track widths because
it was in their best interests to do so. An article that
provides the factual information to support this his-
tory was written by Peter Samuel and appeared in the
February 1984 issue of REASON Magazine. The article
was titled 'Tracking A Curious Fact: How US rails got
their track together," and appeared on pages 37-39.
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One thing bothers me about these examples of
mistaken history. They represent an unstated as-
sumption about the role of governments in history.
Apparently, neither Thomas Sowell, nor his editors
at Basic Books, nor any pre-publication readers re-
alized that anyone would be so brash as to advocate
private military protection or that private enterprise
could solve the problem of rail standardization. Such
ideas are outside their paradigm of how people think
about government and the role government takes in
society. In other words, in the minds of Sowell, his
editors, and any pre-publication readers it was sim-
ply impossible that these things could have or did
occur. In their minds, private owners are incapable
of solving standardization problems. Consequently,
given the fact that rail standardization exists in the
United States, they believe it must have been brought
about by governmentally-imposed legislation. How
else could it have happened? Ignorance is bliss, es-
pecially when it comes to history!

In Orwell's 1984, Winston Smith, one of the main
characters, worked for the Ministry of Truth. One of
his duties was to rewrite previously written news-
paper articles so that they would agree with the
regime's current directives. The old articles were
destroyed in the memory hole. I am not accusing
Thomas Sowell of intentionally re-writing history
(just being ignorant of it). In fact, when I pointed out
his error about rail standardization in a personal
letter, he promised to correct it in the second edition
of BASIC ECONOMICS (if one appears). However,
even such a correction would not change his basic
argument that people require a centralized (govern-
ment) coordinator to set the rules and eliminate the
free-riders.

What concerns me the most is the unquestioned
assumption that human beings require coercive po-
litical governments. It is both a matter of logic (who
bears the burden of proof in demonstrating that hu-
mans require or do not require political government)
and a matter of historical truth (what have govern-
ments accomplished and what has private enterprise
accomplished). As readers of THE VOLUNTARYIST
know: our editorial assumption is that people can
live more morally, happily, and prosperous under a
regime of voluntaryism. This is subject to proof as
an 'a priori' assumption and as a historical, 'a
posterori,' fact. While I have the greatest respect for
Thomas Sowell as a person, he, his editors, and read-
ers ought to stop "assuming" history, [v]

Evolution to Voluntaryism
By Kurt Fuller

How does one become a voluntaryist? Are you born
that way? Is a life-changing event required? Do you
need to be convinced? The answer probably is differ-
ent for different people. In fact, there may be as many
answers as there are voluntaryists. In my case, the
road to voluntaryism was a very gradual process,

taking about four decades.
My upbringing was fairly typical for a child of the

5Os and 60s. I came from a blue collar, union, manu-
facturing, Mississippi River town in Iowa. My dad
worked for his entire career as an electrician at the
largest factory in town. Dad was a union man all the
way, having been President of the Cellophane Work-
ers of America for many years. As you might sus-
pect, he almost always voted straight Democratic.

As a child, I considered myself to be a staunch
Democrat, though there was really no reason for it
beyond the fact that my dad was a Democrat. I never
thought much about or spent any time on the issues.
To me, politics was a game, and the game was fun to
watch, especially at the national level. I was fasci-
nated by delegate counts, caucuses, primaries, and
state-by-state strategies.

Later in life, I discovered that the politicians also
view it as a game, though they portray to the public
that they care only about issues and principles. My
parents, teachers, and fellow citizens reinforced the
notion that I had it all wrong, and that the issues
were what I should be following, not delegate counts.

During my senior year in high school, I received
the biggest shock of my life, politically speaking. My
Government teacher (a staunch Democrat) gave us
a test with a series of questions about various politi-
cal and social issues. The purpose of the test was to
categorize you as a Democrat or a Republican. I was
stunned to discover that my views were very much
Republican. I had always been opposed to welfare,
unemployment insurance, progressive income taxa-
tion, etc., but was too busy playing the game to real-
ize that my views were almost completely opposite
those of my beloved Democratic Party.

From that point forward, I started paying atten-
tion to the issues. Though neither Richard Nixon nor
Gerald Ford did much for me personally, I voted for
and rooted for both of them. It was hard to root for
Republicans because I had always rooted for Demo-
crats. It was like rooting against your favorite base-
ball team.

As my knowledge of the issues (and of myself) in-
creased, I became interested in "fringe" candidates.
In 1980,1 was a rabid supporter of John Anderson.
He was different from the rest, and he espoused many
of my beliefs. My feeling was that he had a chance to
win as a third party candidate. But a funny thing
happened on the way to the voting booth.

A few months before the election, I stumbled
across Milton Friedman's Free to Choose series on
PBS. It was so fascinating that I bought the book
and read it cover-to-cover in about three days. It was
my first comprehensive introduction to free-market
thinking. My view of the world would never be quite
the same.

Then about a month before the election, a friend
of mine showed me a magazine article about Ed
Clark, the Libertarian Party candidate. It blew me
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away. Here was a guy who lined up perfectly with
my beliefs. This was the way to go! However, I still
voted for Anderson. So much of myself was invested
into his candidacy, that I couldn't bring myself to vote
against him. I have always regretted not voting for
Ed Clark, but the positive consequence of the whole
thing was that it killed my 20 year passion for play-
ing the political game.

From that point forward, I "knew" that the Liber-
tarian Party was the answer to America's political
problems. It was just a matter of working hard to get
the message out, and convincing people that we had
a chance. There are some great people involved in
the Libertarian Party, and they have done some out-
standing work toward the cause of freedom and free
markets. Working with them and being exposed to
their work was and is euphoric. I devoted a signifi-
cant chunk of my life and my resources to the better-
ment of the movement.

As time went on, I became discouraged with the
idea of achieving freedom through the Libertarian
Party. The problem we were trying to solve was too
much government in our lives. Or maybe the prob-
lem was government, period. How could we solve the
problem of too much government by electing people
to "serve" as part of the government? How would we
convince enough people to vote for our candidates
without compromising our positions? Did we really
think we were going to win elections by advocating
legalization of drugs, pornography, and the carrying
of concealed weapons?

When openly questioning the idea of achieving
freedom through the Libertarian Party, I would ask,
"How can we solve the problem by utilizing the prob-
lem?" People would usually just look at me, as if to
say, "You have to participate in government if you
want to reform it." That certainly is the universally
accepted way of solving problems. On the other hand,
thousands of years of history show it as a universal
failure. After ten years of hard work, I dropped my
membership to the Libertarian Party.

Government itself is the problem. Getting rid of
it became my goal. Anarchy is defined as the lack of
government. Unfortunately, the word anarchy means
chaos to most people. They have been conditioned to
believe that without government, the world would
be one big riot with people shooting at each other all
day long. The Wild West would be tame by compari-
son. I got absolutely nowhere trying to convince
people that anarchy is the way to go.

A few years ago, I stumbled across THE VOLUN-
TARYIST, and Carl Watner's book, I MUST SPEAK
OUT. These writings shed an entirely different light
on the lack of government. Instead of chaos, volun-
taryism is based on order, peaceful relationships, self-
interest, respect for the rights of others, and morality.
It teaches that the end does not justify the means. It
shares real-life, historical examples of problems that
were solved through cooperation and self-interest,

not force or theft. I still may not be able to convince
anyone else of its merits. But for me, voluntaryism
is the answer I have been seeking all these years. El

An Open Letter To Norman
Geisler And Frank Turek

continued from page 1
ing violence to compel the drunk to stop. What you
are justified in stopping is the criminal violence, not
the drinking. If the drunk were to stay in a drunken
stupor in the privacy of his home, neither you nor I
would be justified in preventing his drinking. In
LEGISLATING MORALITY you advocate placing
people in jail if they do not behave in ways which
you deem appropriate—regardless of whether or not
they have committed a boundary violation or tres-
pass. This violates the natural law standard that
unless a person has first initiated violence that per-
son should be left in peace.
III. The very existence of government makes

it far easier for "bad" men to exert their
influence over society.

One of your constant themes in LEGISLATING
MORALITY is that government laws exert a pro-
found influence on the morals of society. As you put
it, "many people believe that whatever is legal is
moral," and the laws "often help change attitudes over
the long term." [p. 37] You urge that we get the right
men into political power, so that they can pass the
rights laws to set society back on track. Consequently,
when the wrong types of action are legalized by the
government, people are more inclined to do them.
Wouldn't it be better to abandon government alto-
gether, and rely on strong voluntary social institu-
tions^—such as churches, schools, and families—to set
high standards of morality? Then there would be little
chance of having a Bill Clinton's immoral behavior
reach the attention of people all over the world. As it
was, countless numbers of American children re-
ceived the impression that his perverted sexual be-
havior was perfectly acceptable. The existence of gov-
ernment was the only thing that made such an event
possible.
IV. The problem with "legislating morality" is

that "common sense and reason tell us that
nothing can be right by legislative enactment

if it is not already right by nature."

"Habits of decency, family government, and
the good examples of influential persons ...
contribute more to maintain order than any
other authority."

— Jeremy Belknap, HISTORY OF NEW
HAMPSHIRE, Vol. II, p. 394 (1784-1792)
cited in Jere Daniell, EXPERIMENT IN
REPUBLICANISM (1970), p. 97.
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In your book, you point out that "there is a real right
and wrong, and that real right and wrong is external
to ourselves [W]e don't determine right and wrong,
we discover it" [p. 114)] "[T]he morals [we are] advo-
cating are not [ours]—[we] didn't make them up. [We]
didn't make up the fact that stealing is wrong, that
murder is wrong, that abortion is wrong, any more than
[we] made up the fact that 2+2=4!" [p. 213] I agree with
you, but believe that objective natural law/morality
actually casts doubt on the necessity of government
and government legislation. As Epictetus, the Stoic,
pointed out: if the government directs people to do some-
thing that reason demonstrates is contrary to the natu-
ral moral law (as has happened plenty of times in his-
tory), the people should defy the government. On the
other hand, people do not require government, if it
merely repeats what their reason would have told them
to do anyway.

"There is never a better measure of what a
person is than what he does when he's abso-
lutely free to choose."

— William M. Bulger

The following comments were written by an
American constitutional lawyer in 1877. In his ar-
ticle "Against Woman Suffrage," Lysander Spooner
wrote:

The only law that any human being can
rightfully be compelled to obey is simply the
law of justice. And justice is not a thing that
is made, or that can be unmade, or altered by
any human authority. It is a natural principle,
inhering in the very nature of man and of
things. It is that natural principle which de-
termines what is mine and what is thine, what
is one man's right or property and what is
another man's right or property. It is, so to
speak, the line that Nature has drawn be-
tween one man's right of person and property
and another man's right of person and prop-
erty.

This natural principle, which we will call
justice, and which assigns to each and every
human being his or her rights, and separates
them from the rights of each and every other
human being, is, I repeat, not a thing that [is]
made, but is a matter of science, to be learned
like mathematics, or chemistry, or geology.
And all the laws, so called, that men have ever
made, either to create, define, or control the
rights of individuals, were intrinsically just
as absurd and ridiculous as would be laws to
create, define, or control mathematics, or
chemistry, or geology.

Substantially all the tyranny and robbery
and crime that governments have ever com-
mitted... have been committed bv them un-

or body of men, have claimed the right, or
usurped the power, of making laws, and com-
pelling other men to obey; thus setting up
their own will, and enforcing it, in place of
that natural law, or natural principle, which
says that no man or body of men can right-
fully exercise any arbitrary power whatever
over the persons or property of other men.
Some years later Spooner published A LETTER

TO GROVER CLEVELAND, in which he continued
to elaborate this theme. He did not believe that natu-
ral law needed to be enforced by human legislation.
Reality enforces the natural laws of justice. If hu-
man laws

command men to do justice, they add nothing
to men's obligation to do it, or to any man's
right to enforce it. They are therefore mere
idle wind, such as would be commands to con-
sider the day as day, and the night as night.
If they command or license any man to do
injustice, they are criminal on their face. If
they command him to do anything which jus-
tice does not require him to do, they are
simple, naked usurpations and tyrannies. If
they forbid any man to do anything which
justice would permit him to do, they are crimi-
nal invasions of his natural and rightful lib-
erty. In whatever light, therefore, they are
viewed, they are utterly destitute of every-
thing like authority or obligation. ...

This science of justice, or natural law, is
the only science that tells us what are, and
what are not, each man's natural, inherent,
inalienable, individual rights, as against any
and all other men. And to say that any, or all
other men may rightfully compel him to obey
any or all such other laws as they may see fit
to make, is to say that he has no right of his
own , but is their subject, their property, and
their slave. [A LETTER TO GROVER
CLEVELAND (1886), pp. 3-4]
In another essay of 1882, on NATURAL LAW; OR

THE SCIENCE OF JUSTICE, Spooner subtitled his
pamphlet "A Treatise on Natural Law, Natural Jus-
tice, Natural Rights, Natural Liberty, and Natural
Society; Showing That All Legislation Whatsoever
Is An Absurdity, A Usurpation, and a Crime." On page
19 of your book, you point out that "the Founding
leathers believed that rights are God-given and, as
such, they are universal and absolute—they are the
rights of all people in all places at all times, regard-
less of nationality or religion. And since everyone is
equal, no person has the moral authority to rule over
or take away the rights of someone else." I assume
that you concur with their belief that all people are
equal in their unalienable rights to "life, liberty, and
property." If this is true, how can you claim the right
to establish your version of a good society "where



of physical force'? How can "legislating morality" be
"wise, legal, or possible" if it necessarily violates the
natural law standard of not invading against others
till they have aggressed against you?

In conclusion, Dr. Geisler and Mr. Turek: I hope
that both of you co-authors take the time to read this
letter and the accompanying enclosures. I hope that
at least one of you will respond. In any case, I plan to
publish this "Open Letter" and any response(s) re-
ceived from you in THE VOLUNTARYISM

Thank you for writing LEGISLATING MORAL-
ITY and presenting a challenging opportunity for a
voluntaryist response.

[This open letter was sent toMr. Frank Turek, 400
Timber Lane, Matthews, NC 28105 and Dr. Norman
Geisler, Veritas Graduate School, Southern Evangelic
Seminary, 4298 McKee Road, Charlotte, NC 28270.]

June 14, 2001
Dear Mr. Watner:

Thank you for your critique of our book LEGIS-
LATING MORALITY. In the interest of time, I will
address briefly each of the four main points of your
Open Letter. Please forgive my brevity and blunt-
ness.

First, we are not suggesting that most legislation
is designed to produce virtue in our citizens. Instead,
most laws are designed to restrain evil rather than
compel good (we list a few exceptions to this on page
34). Nevertheless, the law is a great teacher that can
change attitudes and actions over the long term
(pages 35-38). Your suggestion that everyone volun-
tarily do good and fulfill their responsibilities takes
a very naive view of human nature. As James Madi-
son said, "If men were angels, no government would
be necessary." Men are not angels and therefore good
laws are often needed to inform their consciences and
constrain their behavior so they don't destroy the
lives, liberty or property of others.

Second, your insinuation that "we advocate plac-
ing people in jail [for private drinking]" cannot be
found in our text and is false. We don't advocate any
such law. We simply point out that any position on
the law (including yours, which is that it would be
immoral to legislate morality) is itself a moral posi-
tion. It is therefore self-refuting. In other words, the
voluntaryist wants to legislate morality just as much
as the Puritan. You just want different moral stan-
dards legislated.

Third, I agree there are bad men in government
who can abuse their power. And I agree there are
bad laws. Yet, if there are bad men in government,
there also bad men in society, which demonstrates
the need for good laws and good law enforcement.
The fact that there is bad government is NOT an
argument for NO government but an argument for
BETTER government. I think your voluntaryist ap-
proach, while well-intended, would result in anar-
chy due to the depravity of mankind. Our founding

fathers recognized this and built checks and balances
into our system. While our government is far from
perfect, it should be improved, not discarded.

Fourth, I wish everyone followed reason but they
don't. We are not just intellectual creatures, but also
emotional and volitional. Since men like darkness
rather than light and have a tendency to suppress
the truth rather than follow it, they cannot be counted
on always to follow the Moral Law. Laws and law
enforcement are therefore necessary. Moreover, the
analogy you make equating mathematics to the
Moral Law is invalid. If one doesn't obey the laws of
mathematics, he gets his sums wrong. But if one
doesn't obey the Moral Law, he can kill someone. We
don't need laws punishing people for getting their
sums wrong, but we do need laws punishing people
for harming others. After all, the laws of math are
self-enforcing. The laws of morality are not.

Finally, good laws do not unduly restrict liberty
(I agree that morality can be overlegislated; see pages
211-212) as many laws in the United States do. Good
laws simply restrict evil in order to prevent evil. We
should not have to wait until "they have aggressed
against you" as you suggest. Laws are thankfully
preventative as well as punitive.

Please give me a call if you would like to discuss
this further. I welcome the dialog but am a bit short
on time to write lengthy letters.

Thanks for your interest!
Blessings,
s/Frank Turek

The experience of long ages has taught us
two important axioms. The first is that you
cannot make men better by legislation; and
the second is that power over other men is
always abused. It is very stupid, in spite of
this age-long experience, to go on hoping the
contrary; and criminal, it seems, to go on act-
ing as if these axioms had been disproved. The
more rational proceeding would be to give over
trying to legislate men into heaven, and to pre-
vent the abuse of power by withholding power.

— Hanford Henderson,
THE CHARIOTEER (1933), p. 285.

June 25,2001
Dear Mr. Turek:

Thank you very much for your June 14th response
to my "Open Letter" about your book LEGISLATING
MORALITY. However it appears that I either totally
misinterpreted your book, or that you did not under-
stand the four main points in my letter.

In Point I (of my letter) I was trying to show that
the idea of legislating morality is inherently contra-
dictory because virtuous action cannot be produced
at the point of a gun. Getting people to act morally
can be accomplished in two ways. First, you can teach
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people to do the right thing because it "is" the right
thing. Or, you can threaten people with punishments
if they do not do the right thing. [You use the word
"punish" in the first line of the first paragraph of
page 32 of your book.] If people behave morally be-
cause they fear being caught by a policeman, then—
when they realize there are not enough policeman to
watch everybody—they will revert to immoral behav-
ior. People whose behavior is regulated by their in-
ternal conscience do not need policeman to watch
them.

"Legislation is not the result of consensus.
If there was a consensus there would be no
need for legislation. Legislation represents
civil war."

—Leonard Liggio, circa 1983

I expect your response to this line of reasoning
would be that legislation sets the moral tone for a
society by defining what types of behavior are ac-
ceptable and not acceptable (i.e., punishable). But
this doesn't really address my main point, which is
that the motivation for acting morally must be con-
sidered before you can decide if a person is really
virtuous. In other words, the man who doesn't get
drunk because he fears punishment is acting differ-
ently than the man who doesn't get drunk because
his conscience tells him it is not virtuous to tempo-
rarily lose control over his mind and body. (Exter-
nally, they may both appear to behave similarly.) The
man who is motivated by fear of punishment is not
acting virtuously because true virtue consists not
simply in doing right, but in freely choosing to do
right without the threat of punishment. Thus the
concept of "legislating morality" is contradictory be-
cause you cannot really legislate "true" morality. Leg-
islation only works by threatening people with vio-
lence if their behavior does not meet the legislative
standard. In the long run, I do not believe you can
build a free and prosperous society by producing
people who are governed by external threats.

In response to Point II (of my letter) you responded
that I insinuate that you advocate placing people in
jail for their misbehavior [for private drinking]. It is
not clear to me if you were specifically objecting to
that conclusion (as regards private drinking only),
or if you were objecting in general to the fact that I
accused you of placing people in jail if they did not
obey other rules of behavior. But in either case, if
you don't advocate "punishing" people with physcíal
sanctions, then what do you mean by "legislating'?
The act of legislating is the act of passing laws by a
governmental body. Such laws may possibly be of an
advisory nature, meaning people may choose to ig-
nore them without legal consequence. Am I wrong in
concluding that the types of laws you advocate in
LEGISLATING MORALITY are laws which "pun-
ish" people who violate them? National prohibition

(from 1920 to 1933) was backed by punishment of
people who manufactured, transported, and sold in-
toxicating liquor. They were to be placed in jail, have
their property confiscated, or both. If people don't
behave in ways that you (or the legislators you
choose) deem appropriate, then what do you advo-
cate be done to them? Either you have to leave them
alone or you must use violence on them in order to
get them to cease and desist.

Finally, I do not at all understand the flow of logic
in the third paragraph of your letter where you say
that my position is self-refuting. As a voluntaryist I
do not endorse any sort of coercive government, and
certainly do not advocate any sort of legislation. How-
ever, I do embrace the commands of the natural law
that there are moral absolutes, such as "do not mur-
der." But these types of moral absolutes do not need
to be legislated by governments. This is because they
are either right or wrong by nature and government
legislation can add nothing to their Tightness. Yes, I
have a moral position—but I do not believe that it
must be imposed on others by violence. I do not be-
lieve in the appropriateness of any sort of legisla-
tion. I believe in voluntary social institutions setting
the moral tone for society. Where government sets
the moral standards for society, such standards do
not induce true morality or virtuousness (because
they are backed by the threat of the gun). Further-
more, there is the very real danger (as we are now
experiencing) that corrupt men will take over the
reins of government and cause the disruption of the
rest of society.

I believe the issues you address in LEGISLAT-
ING MORALITY are important ones, and look for-
ward to seeing our correspondence published in THE
VOLUNTARYIST.

Sincerely,
s/CarlWatner 2

'What is voted up today may be voted down
tomorrow. A written law determines nothing
permanently, any more than a written creed.
Besides, both may prove very embarrassing
to a larger thought and better deed. Public
opinion is stronger than any law; private con-
science is often truer. What you can build by
freedom, and on the basis of actual public and
private morality, that you are entitled to build;
nothing more. Anything which invokes force
or provokes it, this may establish things tem-
porarily, but not permanently. Only the calm
and slow-working power of truth and love can
create and ordain that which shall last for-
ever"

— A. W. Stevens in THE INDEX
[reprinted from Vol. IV, No. 3,
THE WORD (July 1875)]
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Real Money
1. A coin of gold or silver
2. Each coin contains a

specific weight of
precious metal

3. Made of one of the
metallic elements found
in nature

4. Has intrinsic value which
may pass from person to
person

5. Multiples contain a greater
weight of the same metal

6. Historically a medium of
exchange

7. Exchange value varies little
with increased number
minted

8. Accepted by nearly everyone
since it has intrinsic value

9. Will exchange for a counter-
feit only through force, fraud,
or mistaken acceptance

A Comparison
Counterfeit Note

Piece of paper
Each note is a piece of paper

Fabricated from a man-made
product (readily available)

Paper has little intrinsic value

Multiples contain the same
amount of paper as the
lowest denomination
May function as a medium of
exchange until its false nature
is discovered
Presumed exchange value
decreases with amount printed

Accepted by some until
its counterfeit nature is
discovered
Cannot be exchanged for any-
thing if its true nature is known

[Source: Taken and edited from Tables 3,4 and 5 on pages 84 - 86 of Gordon Leitch, Jr.'s

Federal Reserve Note
Piece of paper
Each note is a piece of paper

Fabricated from a man-made
product (readily available)

Paper has little intrinsic value

Multiples obtained by adding zeros
to increase the denomination

Functions as a medium of exchange
by government edict (legal tender laws)

Presumed exchange value
decreases with amount printed

Accepted by some until confidence
in the issuing government evaporates

Cannot be distinguished from a
perfect counterfeit

book, FROM DOLLAR TO COUNTERFEIT: The
Path of American Government Dishonesty (Scappoose: Bicentennial Era Enterprises, 1981).]
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